HYDROPONIC VINE CROP SYSTEM

NFT HYDRO BASE
HYDROPONIC VINE CROP SET-UP IN A 10 X 30M GREENHOUSE

INNOVATE THE WAY WE GROW

NFT HYDRO
ABOUT THE NFT HYDRO BASE
Designed to return water nutrient from over
irrigation or continuous irrigation back to source tank,
or to storage tanks for retreatment/ reuse.
Can be used with most plant pots or even plant bags,
ideal for vine crops such as tomatoes and cucumbers.
Growing medium independent, tested with soil, perlite,
cocopeat, sawdust (large grain), optional micro filters
advised on smaller grains/peat/soil.

We supply Hydroponic
equipment to local and export
markets around the world for
greenhouse, commercial and
urban farming. Our NFT
(nutrient film technology) herb
& lettuce, microgreens and
vine crop systems are locally
manufactured and are well
suited to hobbyists, urban roof
top and commercial farms.
We support a greener future
that contributes to learning
and responsibly to greater
food security. INNOVATE
THE WAY WE GROW!

INNOVATE THE WAY WE GROW

BENEFITS OF THE
NFT HYDRO BASE
Growing medium independent, tested with soil, perlite, cocopeat, sawdust (large grain), optional
micro filters advised on smaller grains/peat/soil.
40cm x 40cm width & height ideal for one or multiple plant pots/bags.
7cm in height allows easy fit or slide under existing crop pots/bags. Can support up to 70 Kg
(kilograms).
Easy stack for transportation and Shipping.
Fits snug over 50mm water nutrient return pipe (surface layout) can be easily adapted
to underground return pipe I.e. 110mm.
Ideal for long run back to back configurations, also ideal for off-set configurations I.e. one left,
one right etc.
Micro filters optional, avoids debris clogging return pipes.
Made from 3mm ABS Plastic - available in black and white.

MORE INFO. - WWW.NFTHYDRO.CO.ZA
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NFT HYDRO BASE
10 X 30M
GREENHOUSE

MORE INFO. - WWW.NFTHYDRO.CO.ZA

NFT HYDRO BASE
SET-UP
INSTRUCTIONS
START GROWING TODAY

The greenhouse will need a
level floor to avoid the return
nutrient water filling
completely which will flood
out the tops of the hydro
base return placement holes
at the top of the 50mm PVC
piping.
Regarding tanks, two
scenarios can exist:
The nutrient holding tank is
placed higher than the return
feed piping, this would then
require a sump tank,
accepting the water nutrient
return with and additional
pump to move the return
nutrient water back to the
nutrient holding tank
creating a recirculated
scenario.
This can get quite complex as
float switches etc. are
required.

The nutrient holding tank is
below the level of the return
piping, this being the easier
version as only one pump is
required to recirculate the
nutrient water.
Pump considerations here
would be choosing either
submersible where the tank is
in ground, or and external pump
where the tank is either inside a
bunker or on ground at a lower In cases where a medium such as
perlite are used it’s possible to
level to the return piping.
leave all irrigation on
In both the above scenarios and continuously (recirculated
additional height deviations I.e. setup),other cases a timer should
the pump is 15m lower that the be used, any over irrigation
returning the nutrient water back
greenhouse floor will need to
to the holding tanks – getting the
be considered in order to spec
balance right often comes with a
the correct pump. Other
little experimentation.
considerations is the type of
crop, medium and irrigation
cycles.
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WHAT WE DO

WE SUPPORT A GREENER FUTURE

SERIOUS GREENS
SERIOUSLY
HEALTHY
INNOVATE THE WAY WE GROW

For anyone who cares about our resources,
it’s not difficult to obtain research about
the “carbon footprint” of food
transportation and the many other ways
in which we harm our environment
through producing our food. It is clear
that we cannot continue the way we have
always produced food. NFT Hydro, as the
manufacturers and suppliers of
Hydroponic NFT Systems and equipment
has become a key part of the shift change
around the world to meet the demand for
higher yield and address consumers’
concern for the environment.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
LYNN OR WILL GUNNING
++27 83 737 8602
++27 72 476 2419

